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NEELAM
Crystal Clear Psychic Anne combines

sheer psychic talent with Tarot
cards to form a link with Spirit.

from the editor
The Sun has completed another
journey through the Zodiac.
There’s a whole world of spiritual
growth just waiting to be
explored, and this month’s issue
gives you a head start! First, we
look at Feng Shui techniques to
attract or improve love in your life.
Plus, we explore the spiritual
properties of colours, and how to
use them in daily life to achieve
specific aims. We see millions of
different colours each day, but
how often do we consciously
connect with the psychic energies
they represent?
Finally, there are pop singers and
reality TV stars, and then there is
Victoria Beckham. This household
name and global fashion icon has
certainly been blessed with good
luck—but there are other spiritual
forces at work in her life. On the
verge of her 41st birthday, we
look at the psychic traits that have
shaped who she is today.
Our featured reader this month
is Neelam, whose psychic talents
were recently featured on the
local news in Buckinghamshire,
where she resides. Ever popular
with clients, Neelam combines her
mystical gifts with a pragmatic,
scientific approach that engages
clients on both a mental and
intuitive level. You’ve got to see
for yourself!
Thank you again for being a client
of the most respected psychic
service in the UK! We consider it
an honour to help you on your
life’s unique journey.
Love and Light,

Lauren X

pin 7743
Neelam Jagasia cannot describe what she does exactly. A psychic psychologist/
astrologer is one possible description, although it’s easier to say that she helps
people. She holds a Masters degree in occupational psychology from Birkbeck
College, but many of her other tools—astrology, Christianity and psychic gifts—
do not fall so much on the academic side of things. The combination of science
and mysticism is at the heart of her healing practice.
“Whatever I do, I back it up with science.” She says. “I can help people, for example
if they are having problems getting work but they must have faith. I have a
unique spirituality and believe that everyone has their own uniqueness about
them. I care a lot about people.”
Neelam practises at her home in Chorleywood, but her clients come from around
the globe. Her services are used by a large cross-section of society, including
lawyers and doctors. She prides herself on helping them to believe in themselves,
and feels that her own lifestyle—which includes fasting, meditation and yoga—
produces a clarity of vision that allows her to be of service.
“Counsellors will listen to you, and psychologists will analyse. But I work with
people. I believe in diversity and address every client differently. My approach
is bespoke—all these disciplines have something good in them, but the real
magic happens when you combine the best of them all.”
Neelam may lead her clients deep into psychic territory during readings, but
it’s not all serious. Her advice for single people who are looking for love? Give
flowers away.
“There are different ways that people can experience love. I sometimes give
flowers to my mum.”
Creating and expanding love in one’s life is one of the main things Neelam hopes
to instill in the people she helps.
“I believe in all people and their passion and that is what has made me a good
reader. People come to me and what I do is I take aspects of psychology that are
needed, I have a passion for astrology too and I back everything up with science.
I go above and beyond. My service is so unique and I can’t even label myself as
I take things from different places. The Indian side of me is very spiritual, I see
the good in people.”

Connect with Neelam today!
Call 0800 422 0422 pin 7743
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t could have gone differently.
She could have faded into the
background like so many pop stars
of the 1990s, and ended up living in
a quiet house on an ordinary lane.
But fate had other plans for Victoria
Beckham. There have been no less than
four documentary shows produced
about her, including Victoria’s Secrets,
Being Victoria Beckham and Victoria
Beckham: Coming to America. And
now, beyond the lingering public
fascination with her celebrity, she has
become a globally respected fashion
icon—all while being a mother to four
children and wife to one of the world’s
most recognisable men.
Surely blind luck does not explain
it. Victoria’s unique astrological
signature offers insight into why the
world is so fascinated by her life—and
why, on the verge of turning 41, her
star is burning more brightly than
ever.
Victoria Caroline Beckham was born
on 17 April, 1974. This makes her an
Aries born in the year of the Tiger,
and if any combination of signs is
sufficiently fierce and fiery to climb
the ranks of stardom, this is it. Aries
is a ruthless competitor and never

The importance of
family is explained by
the sensitive aspects in
Victoria’s chart.

E
shies away from challenge, while the
Tiger’s ferocity and thick skin add
significantly to these traits.
She also enjoyed something of a
head start due to her family’s wealth.
Jacqueline and Anthony, Victoria’s
parents, founded a wholesale
electronics company which kept the
family a bit more than comfortable—
and endowed young Victoria with a
sense of business saavy that would
serve her well in later life.
So what was it that lit a fire in Victoria
during those early years? Without a
doubt, the answer is dance. She
studied ballet from an early age,
and by 17 was enrolled in the dance
programme at Laine Arts Theatre
College in Surrey, England. Tigers
are often graceful and commanding
in their physical movements, which
would have factored into her
studies—but it was that inherent star
power that gave Victoria’s career a
meteoric lift. She stood in line with 400
other hopefuls when manager Chris
Herbert held auditions for all-female
pop group, but her special presence
was recognised immediately. In that
moment, Victoria’s life changed
forever. Her Aries-Tiger combination
would be instrumental in selling the
strong, independent, “girl power”
image that made the Spice Girls a
global force.
All that strength and firepower is
good, and necessary to push through

the fiercely competitive world of
entertainment and fashion—but it
can create problems if left unchecked.
The Aries spirit can be downright
confrontational, while Tiger can be
so thick-skinned as to seem detached.
Fortunately, Victoria has many factors
in her chart that lend a cooling aspect
to her personality. Venus and Jupiter
in watery Pisces, as well as the Moon
in highly social Aquarius, are two
examples. Her personal ambitions
are balanced by a global perspective
(Aquarius) and psychic sensitivity to
others (Pisces). Her involvement with
charities such as Save the Children,
the Elton John AIDS Foundation, and
PETA speak for themselves. On top of
that, her 16 year marriage to one of
the world’s most desired men, and
the couple’s four children, are proof
that celebrity status is not the only
department in which she has staying
power.
So what awaits this unique personality
in her 5th decade of life? All signs
point toward a heightened influence
in the fashion world, and continued
dedication to family life. While
another Spice Girls reunion may be
a long way off, the feisty personality
that captured hearts around the globe
will undoubtedly continue to shine.
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Check out today’s horoscopes at crystalclearpsychics.co.uk/horoscopes.html

Aries

Cancer

The way you say it is important, as there can be times this
month when you’ll need to choose your words carefully.The
Lunar Eclipse on April 5th may be one of them, as some key
relationships could be tested. However, the New Moon in
your sign on April 18th also paves the way for a fresh start,
and it seems a more down-to-earth one at that, Aries.

Conflicts concerning your ambitions versus home and
family affairs could show up in the first week, especially if
an opportunity comes your way that turns out to be too
good to miss. In this respect, your network of friends can
both be key and very supportive. Meanwhile, the New
Moon on April 18th encourages you to aim high in order
to achieve your goals.

Taurus

Leo

Mars, newly arrived in your sign, can see you ready to put
effort into the development and growth of ideas and
projects, though you’ll need to pace yourself during the first
week to keep your energy levels topped up. Once the Sun
eases into your sign on April 20th, your strength and vitality
can soar further, leaving you ready for almost any challenge.

Should you seek out new horizons or explore options in
your immediate locale? The first two weeks of April could
bring unexpected events, new opportunities and a need
for decisions that encourage progress. The end result may
well be a move in a new direction, though you’ll still need to
tackle any obligations or responsibilities that are ongoing.

Gemini

Virgo

A romantic attraction can catch you unawares around the
time of the Eclipse on April 5th. If you find yourself falling
head over heels, hold back, as something you find out later
may help you make a more informed decision. Socially, there
are plenty of opportunities for making new connections
some of which could prove to be very helpful.

A practical focus can prevent impulsive moves regarding
your financial affairs. Unexpected events or new information
around April the 5th might see you scrambling to sort things
out in a hurry. However, you’ll do best to get all the facts first
of all. Later in April, a new associate may be of great help
regarding an important personal ambition.

Call 0800 422 0422
for psychic guidance

Free Chinese horoscopes! www.crystalclearpsychics.co.uk/chinese-horoscope.html

Libra

Capricorn

Letting go may be essential to forging ahead with plans
that seem to have been on hold. This is especially so should
you find yourself at a crossroads and help you to release
aspects of the past and enable you to get back on track. In
addition, the New Moon on April 18th can be helpful for
collaborating on a project or melting the ice concerning
someone you are drawn to.

A combative energy around April 5th can see you thrashing
out ideas and resolving conflicts with key individuals. The
result could transform your plans for the future and your
ideas about what’s best for you and those closest to you. If all
this sounds like hard work, taking time out for life’s pleasures
will soon make up for it, Capricorn.

Scorpio

Aquarius

Don’t give yourself too much to do during the first two
weeks of April, as a disruption to your routines might mean
changes are necessary, some of which could turn out to be
quite radical. Your social life can buck up too as Mars, and
later the Sun in Taurus, encourage you to develop new
connections and reach out.You can show a more go-getting
attitude around relationships.

Whatever seemed set in stone could be subject to change,
as newer and more appealing ideas come into view. A shakeup of your best and brightest plans might result in new
opportunities, and as a result more income and friends.
However, Venus’s move into Gemini can bring lively social
and dating options your way.

Sagittarius

Pisces

Changes within your existing circle of friends or the clubs
or groups you’re a member of could entice you to explore
other opportunities or to consider ideas for entertainment
and fun you might not have thought about previously. As
a result new doors can spring open, enhancing the chance
for greater sociability as well as other golden opportunities.

Getting to grips with your finances can help you know
where you stand and give you greater control and a sense
of security. If you have any pressing issues that need tackling,
it really will be best to do it sooner rather than later, for
procrastinating will only add stress. Yet, this can also be an
excellent month for enhancing your social network and for
promoting your talents or a small business.

Feng Shui for LOVE
Create Space

Balance Your Bed

Some of the most powerful Feng Shui is based on
common sense. How can you bring love into your life if
you don’t have the space? If your closet is crammed with
clothes, try thinning it out. If your shower is overflowing
with products, pair it down to what you use. Create
a more open and flowing environment, and nvision
yourself sharing these spaces with someone special.

If love is the order of the day, tucking your bed into a
corner is not the best option. Whenever possible, allow
space on both sides of the bed, and flank your sleeping
surface with matching decor. If your space doesn’t allow
this, find other ways to achieve a sense of balance on
both sides of the bed. Love is an exchange of energies,
and the bed is ground zero!

Think in Pairs

Make the Kitchen Count

Think in Pairs

Make Your Kitchen Count

Whether it’s artwork, flower vases or end tables,
thinking in pairs will infuse your home with romantic
vibrations. Try a pair of matching lamps in you bedroom
or living area, and never turn one on without the other.
Even a pair of red scented candles can be a powerful
symbol of union and sharing.

Love and partnership is ultimately about sharing and
affirming life. That’s why the kitchen is so important.
You may not be the world’s greatest chef—you may not
have cooked a meal in years—but giving your kitchen
a warm, organised, functional feel will amplify the love
vibrations in your home.

Examine Your Elements

Say Yes to Ylang Ylang

In traditional Feng Shui, love is associated with the
elements of earth and fire. The other elements—water,
air and metal—obviously have great value in many
areas. But earth and fire are more desirable when love
is a priority. Scan your home for colors and images that
evoke the different elements, and find ways to make
earth and fire more prominent.

Ylang Ylang is an essential oil with powerful aphrodisiac
and romantic properties. Use an essential oil burner or
atomizer to release it directly into the air. You can even
apply a drop or two to your clothing, or use it under
your pillow. Whatever you do, do it with intention. Don’t
forget—you’re working with real psychic vibrations!e
that your abode is ready to share.

Examine Your Elements

Say Yes to Ylang Ylang

Looking for a psychic inspiration?

SPIRITUAL COLORS
IN DAILY LIFE

W

hile the human eye can distinguish millions
of different colours, the heart and mind
can produce a virtually endless stream
of thoughts and feelings. It’s common knowledge
that some relationship exists between the two.
For example, a room with black walls gives a much
different impression than one with pink or light blue
walls. Complete strangers might say hello you to
while wearing a dark green vest, while a close friend
keeps her distance when you wear white.
The interplay between color and psychic energy is
mysterious, and it’s impossible to predict with 100%
accuracy how certain colors will affect your world. The
good news is, you can learn from your own experience!
Dress, decoration, and even just connecting with
different colours when you notice them, are all valid
methods of study. For starters, let’s take four basic
colors and explore their psychic properties.
Red
This is a color of energy, passion, and the root chakra.
Just look at the predominance of red on Valentine’s
Day! But that’s not all—red is forthrightness,
aggression and even anger. When we say that
someone is “seeing red,” we mean that anger has
taken hold of them—and although we should use
this colour carefully, its energy is not all bad. Red can
activate confidence and a zest for life. But because of
its power, red should be used consciously!
Green
This calming, cooling color is perhaps the most
life-affirming there is. The world of vegetation is
characterized by so many brilliant shades of green,

and when we use this colour, we align ourselves with
peaceful vibrations of life. It’s also the color of the
heart chakra. Use green to connect with good luck,
prosperity, peace and forgiveness. But if you overuse
it, you might attract envy!
Indigo
If there is one colour most representative of psychic
gifts and talents, it’s indigo. We’re inspired to seek
truth and go beyond our five senses when we see this
colour. This is the colour of the third-eye chakra, which
represents spiritual vision. Bringing more indigo into
your life can strengthen your intuition and psychic
abilities. It can also give relaxation—but frequent use
of indigo makes earthy colours like green and brown
all the more necessary.
Yellow
This is a warming, reassuring colour that brings
healing vibes into your world. It’s the colour of our
sun, and therefore vital to life as we know it. Most of
us have noticed that sitting in a yellow space makes
us feel happy, congenial, and accepting of others.
Yellow is also the colour of the third chakra, or solar
plexus. It gives us a sense of personal sovereignty
and confidence—but if yellow is overused, it can
actually reduce confidence. Hence the term “yellow”
is sometimes used to indicate cowardice.
Is your curiosity peaked? There’s a whole world
of colour out there, and each one brings unique
vibrations into our world. Learn more about spiritual
colours, chakras, and what colours are good for your
current situation by calling our talented psychics
today!

Our psychics can help! Call 0800 422 0422
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Tell
a
friend
get a free psychic reading!
Recommend a friend to Crystal Clear Psychics
and get a 20 minute reading absolutely free!
Yourfriendgetsa20minutereadingat halfprice!
See www.CrystalClearPsychics.co.uk for
terms and conditions.

Crystal Clear
PSYCHICS

Call
0800 422 0422
Premium

0906 110 4334
International

+44 207 111 6000

Text
SALLY + question to

85122

Text costs £1.53 per message
Live 24 hours on premium rate. Age 18+. For
entertainment purposes only. All calls are
recorded. £1.53/min on BT landlines. Roi 1
580-600-298. Roi €2.44/min. Texts £1.53/
message (received replies span 2 messages);
to end send STOP. Promotional messages may
be sent. Customer Services 0844-801-4000.

